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1. Introduction 

 The study of the 2BR →  functions has its origin in modeling the electrical signals 
that characterize the switching circuits. The models are called asynchronous automata. 
 Independently on these interests, there have been defined for the 2BR →  functions, 
by analogy with the real analysis, some basic notions (derivatives, integrals) and such results 
have been published in the previous issues of the Annals. 
 Continuing these ideas, our present purpose is to define and characterize the 
convolution product. 

2. Preliminaries 

2.1 }1,0{2 =B  is the binary Boole algebra with the discrete topology. We shall take in 
consideration its field structure, relative to '' ⊕ , the modulo 2 sum and '' ⋅ , the intersection. 

2.2 The support set of 2: BR →x  is defined by: 
}1)(,|{ =∈= txttxsupp R  

 For some 2: BR →y  we have 
ysuppxsuppyxsupp ∆=⊕ )(  

ysuppxsuppyxsupp ∧=⋅ )(  

2.3 If for R⊂A , the set xsuppA ∧  is finite, there is defined the modulo 2 summation: 





∧
∧

=ξΞ
∈ξ evenisxsuppAif

oddisxsuppAif
x

A ||,0
||,1

)(  

 Here, ∅=∧ xsuppA  is considered to be a special case of finite set and ||0 ∅=  is 
considered an even number. 

2.4 For R⊂B  a finite set, there is defined the number: 





=µ
evenisBif
oddisBif

Bf ||,0
||,1

)(  

The binary function fµ  is called the finite Boolean measure. Its importance is given by the 
fact that 

xsuppAxsuppAx f
A

∧∧µ=ξΞ
∈ξ

),()(  is finite 

and let us remark also the additivity: 
CCCBCB fff ,,)()()( R⊂µ⊕µ=∆µ  is finite 
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2.5 The symmetrical intervals are defined by 
),[),[)),[[ abbaba ∨=  

R∈∨= baabbaba ,],,(],(]],((  

2.6 a) In the above definition 
 - if ba ≠ , then exactly one of ),[),,[ abba , respectively one of ],(],,( abba  is non-
empty 
 - if ba = , then both ),[),,[ abba , respectively ],(],,( abba  are empty 
 b) 2.5 gives the first example of duality in this theory. 

2.7 We define the integrals (=binary numbers), for R∈ba,  and 2: BR →x  

)()(
]],(()),[[

ξΞ=ξΞ=
∈ξ

+

∈ξ

−
∫∫ xxxx

ba

b

aba

b

a
 

called the left definite integral, respectively the right definite integral of x  from a  to b . 

2.8 It is of interest the case when in 2.7 a  is a fixed parameter and tb =  is the variable. 
We get the left and the right primitives (= 2BR →  functions): 

∫∫∫∫
++−−

==
t

a

t

a
xtxxtx )()(  

defined up to an additive constant, since it may be easily proved that: 

∫∫∫∫∫∫
+++−−−

⊕=⊕=
'

'

'

'

a

a

t

a

t

a

a

a

t

a

t

a
xxxxxx  

2.9 There are obvious the conditions of existence (see 2.3) of: 

 a) }1)()),,max(),,(min(|{:, =∈∫∫
+−

txbabattxx
b

a

b

a
 is finite 

 b) xsuppbabaxx ∧∈∀∫∫
+−

),(,,:, R  is finite 

 c) xsuppxxx :)(ξΞ==
∈ξ

∞

∞−

+∞

∞−

−
∫∫ R

 is finite 

2.10 The limits: left )0( −tx , right )0( +tx  and the derivatives: left )(txD − , right )(txD +  
of 2: BR →x  are the 2BR →  functions defined by: 

)0()(),,(,0,)0(, 2 −=ξε−∈ξ∀>ε∃∈−∃∈∀ txxtttxt BR  
)0()(),,(,0,)0(, 2 +=ξε+∈ξ∀>ε∃∈+∃∈∀ txxtttxt BR  

)()0()()()0()( txtxtxDtxtxtxD ⊕+=⊕−= +−  

2.11 We shall use the following notations: 





∉
∈

=χ
Atif
Atif

tA ,0
,1

)(  the characteristic function of the set R⊂A  

)()( }0{ tt χ=δ  

R∈χ=ηχ=η −∞
+

∞
− ttttt ),()(),()( ]0,(),0[  
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3. The Definition of the Convolution Product 

3.1 Let 2:, BR →yx  be two functions having the property that for any R∈t , the 
functions in ξ : 

)()()( ξ−⋅ξ=ξ tyxht  
are integrable, in the sense that thsupp  is finite, see 2.9 c). We shall call the convolution 
product (or the product of convolution) of x  and y , in this order, the function in t : 

)()()()())(( ξ−⋅ξΞ=ξ−⋅ξ=∗
∈ξ

∞

∞−

−
∫ tyxtyxtyx

def

R
 

where the integral is taken relative to ξ . 

3.2 We are interested now to show some possibilities when the convolution product exists 
and we define for this purpose the next spaces of functions 2: BR →x : 

}|{ finiteisxsuppx=∞I , the integrable functions 
}),(,,|{ finiteisxsuppbabaxLoc ∧∈∀= RI , the locally integrable functions (also called the 

functions with locally finite support) 
]},[,,|{ βα⊂∈βα∃= xsuppx RB , the functions with bounded support 

)},[,|{ ∞α⊂∈α∃= xsuppxi RB , the functions with inferiorly bounded support 
]},(,|{ β−∞⊂∈β∃= xsuppxs RB , the functions with superiorly bounded support 

}],(,|{, finiteisxsuppxLoci ∧α−∞∈α∀= RB , the functions with locally finite inferiorly 
bounded support 

}),[,|{, finiteisxsuppxLocs ∧∞α∈α∀= RB , the functions with locally finite superiorly 
bounded support 
3.3 There are true: 

BII ∧=∞ Loc , si BBB ∧=  

iLocLoci BIB ∧=, , sLocLocs BIB ∧=,  
 All these spaces of functions are algebras relative to the sum '' ⊕  of functions, the 
product '' ⋅  of functions and the product '' ⋅  of functions with scalars from 2B . 

3.4 Theorem In any of the following situations: 
 a) ∞∈→ IBR yx ,: 2  
 b) BI ∈∈ yx Loc ,  
 c) Locii yx ,, BB ∈∈  
 c)* Locss yx ,, BB ∈∈  
the convolution products xyyx ∗∗ ,  exist. 
Proof We must show that the functions in ξ : 

)()()(),()()( ξ⋅ξ−=ξξ−⋅ξ=ξ ytxgtyxh tt  
have a finite support for any R∈t . 
 a) If ∞∈ Iy , the function in )(: ξ−ξ ty  belongs to ∞I  for any t  and the set 

}1)(|{}1)(|{ =ξ−ξ⊂=ξ−ξ∧= tytyxsupphsupp t  
is finite. tgsupp  is obviously finite. 
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 b) If B∈y , the function in )(: ξ−ξ ty  has a bounded support and from the definition 
of the locally integrable functions, we get the existence of some R∈βα,  so that 

],[}1)(|{ βα∧⊂=ξ−ξ∧= xsupptyxsupphsupp t  
is finite. On the other hand, if Locx I∈ , the function in Loctx I∈ξ−ξ )(:  etc. 
 c) If Lociy ,B∈ , then the function in )(: ξ−ξ ty  belongs to Locs,B  and if the numbers 

tβα,  satisfy: 
α≥ξ⇒=ξ 1)(x  

tty β≤ξ⇒=ξ− 1)(  
then )(ξth  is locally integrable (because of )( ξ−ty ) with the support included in ],[ tβα  i.e. 
it has a finite support, being integrable. 
 On the other hand, if ix B∈ , then the function in stx B∈ξ−ξ )(:  etc. 

4. The Properties of the Convolution Product 

4.1 The convolution product is commutative: 
))(()'()'()()())((

'
txyytxtyxtyx ∗=ξ⋅ξ−Ξ=ξ−⋅ξΞ=∗

∈ξ∈ξ RR
, where 'ξ=ξ−t  

4.2 Let 2:, BR →yx  with the property that 
- yx ∗  exists 
- βα∃ ,  so that ),[),,[ ∞β⊂∞α⊂ ysuppxsupp  
see 3.4 c). Then: 

),[)( ∞β+α⊂∗ yxsupp  

Proof We define )()(,: *
2

* ξ−=ξ→ tyyy tt BR  and we get 

],(* β−−∞⊂ tysupp t  

],[],(),[}1)()(|{ * β−α=β−−∞∧∞α⊂∧==ξ−⋅ξξ ttysuppxsupptyx t  
β+α≥⇔β−≤α tt  

4.3 For 2:, BR →yx , we suppose that yx ∗  exists. The next formula is true: 
∧×∧×µ=∗ ysuppxsupptyx f RR())(( })'|)',{( t=ξ+ξξξ  

Proof =ξ⋅ξΞ=ξ−⋅ξΞ=∗
∈ξ+ξ∈ξ

)'()()()())((
'

yxtyxtyx
RR

 

  ==ξ+ξ=ξ=ξξξµ= })'&1)'(&1)(|)',({( tyxf  

  ∧×∧×µ= ysuppxsuppf RR( })'|)',{( t=ξ+ξξξ  

4.4 a) For 2: BR →x  and ),()( τ−δ=δτ tt we have that ττ δ∗∗δ xx,  exist and 
)()()()()())((

}{
τ−=ξ−⋅ξδΞ=ξ−⋅ξδΞ=∗δ

τ∈ξ
τ

∈ξ
τ txtxtxtx

R
 

 b) δ∗∗δ xx,  always exist and δ  is the neuter element of xxx =δ∗=∗δ∗ : . 

4.5 Let 2:,, BR →zyx  with the property that zx ∗  and zy ∗  exist. Then zyx ∗⊕ )(  
exists and the property of distributivity is true: 

zyzxzyx ∗⊕∗=∗⊕ )(  
Proof =∗⊕∗ ))(())(( tzytzx  
 ∧×∧×µ= zsuppxsuppf RR( ⊕=ξ+ξξξ })'|)',{( t  
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 ∧×∧×µ⊕ zsuppysuppf RR( ==ξ+ξξξ })'|)',{( t  

 ∧×∧×µ= zsuppxsuppf RR( ∆=ξ+ξξξ }'|)',{( t  
    ∧×∧×∧ zsuppysupp RR ==ξ+ξξξ })'|)',{( t  
 ∧×∧×∆µ= zsuppysuppxsuppf RR)(( ==ξ+ξξξ })'|)',{( t  

 ∧×∧×⊕µ= zsuppyxsuppf RR)(( ==ξ+ξξξ })'|)',{( t  
 ))()(( tzyx ∗⊕=  

4.6 We suppose that 2:, BR →yx  satisfy the property that ,)(,, zyxzyyx ∗∗∗∗  
)( zyx ∗∗  are defined. Then the associativity is true: 

)()( zyxzyx ∗∗=∗∗  
Proof =ξ−⋅ω−ξ⋅ωΞΞ=ξ−⋅ξ∗Ξ=∗∗

∈ω∈ξ∈ξ
)()()()())(())()(( tzyxtzyxtzyx

RRR
 

 =ω−ξ−⋅ξ⋅ωΞΞ=ξ−⋅ω−ξ⋅ωΞΞ=
∈ξ∈ω∈ξ∈ω

)'()'()()()()(
'

tzyxtzyx
RRRR

 

 )))((())(()( tzyxtzyx ∗∗=ω−∗⋅ωΞ=
∈ω R

 

the sum being always defined, accordingly to the suppositions from the hypothesis. 

4.7 Remark In the hypothesis from 4.6 (see also 4.3): 
  ∧××∧××µ=∗∗ RRRR ysuppxsupptzyx f ())((  
     })"'|)",',{( tzsupp =ξ+ξ+ξξξξ∧××∧ RR  

4.8 Example Let 2:,, BRI →∈ ∞ zyx . We have: 

)()(
1

i
n

i
ttx τ−δΞ=

=
 

)()(
1

j
m

j
tty ϕ−δΞ=

=
 

)())()(())((
1111

ji
m

j

n

i
j

m

j
i

n

i
tttyx ϕ−τ−δΞΞ=ξ−ϕ−δΞ⋅τ−ξδΞΞ=∗

====∈ξ R
 

)())()(())((
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ji
m
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n

i
ji
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j

n

i
tztztzyx ϕ−τ−ΞΞ=ξ−⋅ϕ−τ−ξδΞΞΞ=∗∗

====∈ξ R
 

5. The Convolution Product of the Periodical Functions 

5.1 The function 2: BR →x  is periodical if 
)()(,,0 τ−=∈∀>τ∃ txtxt R  

 Any such τ  is called period of x  and the smallest τ  like above is called the principal 
period of x . 

5.2 a) The two 2BR →  constant functions do not have a principal period. 
 b) If τ  is a period of x , then 1, ≥τ nn  is a period of x . 
 c) The functions: 

)()( τ−δΞ=
∈

zttx
z Z

 

)()(
)2)12(,22[

tty
zzz

τ+τ
∈

χΞ=
Z
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are periodical, of period τ . 

5.3 If 0,: 2 ≠→ xx BR  is periodical of period 0>τ , then xsupp  is superiorly and 
inferiorly unbounded. 
Proof Let α  so that ),[ ∞α⊂xsupp , in contradiction with the conclusion. There exists α≥t  
and N∈n  so that 

α<τ− nt  
0)()(1 =τ−== ntxtx  

contradiction. 

5.4 In LocsLocisiLoc ,, ,,,,,, BBBBBI I∞ , the only periodical function is 0=x . 

5.5 There exist the non-null functions yx,  with the property that the product yx ∗  is 
defined and 

xyx =∗  
Proof If x  is periodical of period τ  and τδ=y , then (see also 4.4 a)): 

)()())(( txtxtx =τ−=δ∗ τ  

5.6 There exist the non-null functions yx,  with the property that yx ∗  is defined and 
0=∗ yx  

Proof Let x  be periodical of period τ . We have: 
0)()()()())(())(()))((( =⊕=τ−⊕τ−=δ∗⊕δ∗=δ⊕δ∗ ττττ txtxmtxntxtxtxtx mnmn  

5.7 Let x  be periodical with the period τ  and y  so that yx ∗  exists. Then yx ∗  is 
periodical, of period τ . 
Proof ))(())()(()))((())(( tyxtyxtyxtyx ∗=∗∗δ=∗∗δ=τ−∗ ττ  

5.8 As we have seen before, the convolution product has a neuter element, which is δ . 
The search of an inverse for x  relative to the convolution product means looking for some 

1−x  with the property that 
δ=∗=∗ −− xxxx 11  

 We have the following 
Theorem The periodical functions 0≠x  do not have an inverse relative to ∗ . 
Proof Accordingly to 5.7, δ=∗ −1xx  should be a periodical function, but this is not the case. 

6. On the Inverse Relative to the Convolution Product 

6.1 Example 1 We shall construct the inverse of 
)()( ,...}8,6,4,2,1{ ttx χ=  

helped by the following table: 

...
1197543
975321
864210
753101
86421

−
∗

 

table 6.1 
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  The first row contains the support of x  and the first column contains the support of 
1−x  to be computed: 

)()( ,...}3,1,0,1{
1 ttx −

− χ=  
  The rest of the elements of the table are obtained by the summation of the 
corresponding points of the first row and the first column. 
  We have also indicated that the alike terms are reduced. We shall show now the way 
that the first column was obtained. 
  From 

}0{)(),())(( 11 =∗δ=∗ −− xxsuppttxx  
the element -1 results from the fact that the sequence ,...}8,6,4,2,1{  summed term by term with 
-1 (translation with -1) contains 0. More exactly, the second row of the table is given by: 

,...}7,5,3,1,0{1,...}8,6,4,2,1{ =−  

,...}7,5,3,1,0{}1{,...}8,6,4,2,1{ χ=χ∗χ −  
  Now, the term 1 is the first to be reduced and it is 0 to sum {1,2,4,6,8,炣 } with in 
order to reduce 1, giving the third row of the table: 

{1,2,4,6,8,炣 }+0={1,2,4,6,8,炣 } 
  =χ⊕χ∗χ=χ∗χ −− )( }0{}1{,...}8,6,4,2,1{}0,1{,...}8,6,4,2,1{  

  =χ⊕χ=χ∗χ⊕χ∗χ= − ,...}8,6,4,2,1{,...}7,5,3,1,0{}0{,...}8,6,4,2,1{}1{,...}8,6,4,2,1{  

  ,...}8,7,6,5,4,3,2,0{χ=  
  We have after reducing 1, that the first term to be reduced is 2. Because 

{1,2,4,6,8,炣 }+1={2,3,5,7,9,炣 } 
giving the fourth row of the table, there results: 
  =χ⊕χ∗χ=χ∗χ −− )( }1{}0,1{,...}8,6,4,2,1{}1,0,1{,...}8,6,4,2,1{  

  =χ∗χ⊕χ∗χ= − }1{,...}8,6,4,2,1{}0,1{,...}8,6,4,2,1{  

  ,...}8,6,4,0{,...}9,7,5,3,2{,...}8,7,6,5,4,3,2,0{ χ=χ⊕χ=  

6.2 Example 2 The function 
)()( }1,0{ ttx χ=  

has two inverses, accordingly to the tables: 

344
233
122
011

10

433
322
211
100
10

−−−
−−−
−−−

−−
∗∗

 

炣                                            炣  
table 6.2 a                           table 6.2 b 

)()( ,...}3,2,1,0{
1

1 ttx χ=−  

)()( ,...}4,3,2,1{
1

2 ttx −−−−
− χ=  

6.3 The way that the inverses were constructed in the previous example gives the 
following conclusions: 
  a) Locix ,B∈  has an inverse. If xsupp  is superiorly unbounded, then this inverse is 
unique and it belongs to Loci,B  
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  a)* Locsx ,B∈  has an inverse. If xsupp  is inferiorly unbounded, then this inverse is 
unique and it belongs to Locs,B . 

  b) δ≠∧=∈ ∞ xx LocsLoci ,,, BBI  may have two inverses: Locix ,
1

1 B∈−  inverts x  as 

a function from Loci,B  and it has a superiorly unbounded support, whilst Locsx ,
1

2 B∈−  
inverts x  as a function from Locs,B  and it has an inferiorly unbounded support. 
  δ=x  has exactly one inverse, which is δ  itself. 

6.4 A function x  with the property that xsuppba ⊂),(  does not have an inverse relative 
to the convolution product. We state the problem of proving that if there exists a convergent 
real sequence xsuppnn ∈ττ→τ ,  then x  does not have an inverse relative to the 
convolution product. 

7. The Behavior of the Convolution Product Relative to the Derivation Operator 

7.1 Let us consider the (finite or infinite, strictly increasing locally finite) families 
)(),( '

jn tt  satisfying 

)(),(,...,...10 nn tbabattt ∧<∀<<<<  is finite 

)(),(,...,... '''
1

'
0 jj tbabattt ∧<∀<<<<  is finite 

and the functions (see the notations 2.11) 

in
n

tttx B∈−ηΞ= −

=
)()(

,...2,1,0
 

Locij
j

ttty ,
'

,...2,1,0
)()( B∈−δΞ=

=
 

  We have that 
)())(( '

,...2,1,0,...2,1,0
jn

nj
ttttyx −−ηΞΞ=∗ −

==
 

has left limit (see 2.10, 4.8) and 

Locijn
nj

tyxDttttyxD ,
'

,...2,1,0,...2,1,0
))(()())(( B∈∗=−−δΞΞ=∗ −

==

−  

))(())(( tyDxtyx −∗=∗  

7.2 Under the previous assumptions on )( nt  and )( '
jt , for 

)()(
,...2,1,0

n
n

tttx −ηΞ= −

=
 

)()( '
,...2,1,0

j
j

ttty −ηΞ= −

=
 

 it is true ( yx ∗  does not exist): 

)())(())(( '
,...2,1,0,...2,1,0

jn
nj

ttttyDxtyxD −−ηΞΞ=∗=∗ −

==

−−  

8. Conclusions 

  Our purpose was to define and characterize the pseudoboolean convolution product. 
The most interesting open problems that were stated are probably related to the existence of 
the convolution product and to the existence and construction of the inverse. 
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